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1. ELD Mandate Overview
It is important to know that ELDs do not fully automate driver logs. For example, drivers
still have to manually set their duty statuses to “Off Duty”, “Sleeper Berth”, and so on.
They also have to manually certify their records. The ELD is a tool to simplify the
process of data collection for a driver’s logs.
The Good Deal GPS connector allows your vehicle to communicate with the Good Deal
GPS app over a wireless connection. To support compliance with the FMCSA’s ELD
mandate, it automates the collection of the following data items:
1. Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) - it is used to automatically associate your
records with a specific vehicle. If you move your GoodDealELD1 to a different
vehicle, it will automatically read the new VIN and use the new VIN in your logs.
2. Odometer mileage - it is used to automatically fill in fields in your driver logs
3. Engine hours - it is used to automatically fill in fields in your driver logs
4. Engine on/off status - it is used as triggers to automatically record events. A
record will be automatically added to the ELD’s logs when the engine is turned
on or turned off.
5. Vehicle in-motion status - it is used as triggers to automatically record events. A
record will be automatically added to the ELD’s logs when the engine is turned
on or turned off. When the vehicle’s wheel speed exceeds 5 mph, a duty status
of “Driving” will be automatically recorded. If the vehicle is no longer in motion,
the ELD will automatically record a duty status change to “On Duty Not Driving”
after 6 minutes if the driver does not manually change their duty status. When the
ELD adapter detects that the vehicle is in motion, the time must be recorded as
either driving, personal use of the commercial vehicle, or a yard move. The time
when the vehicle is in motion cannot be shortened or reassigned to a status of
“Off Duty”, “Sleeper Berth”, or “On Duty Not Driving”
6. Location - it is used to automatically fill in fields in your driver logs
Your records are collected and stored in a database on your smartphone or tablet with
the GoodDealGPS app. However, the GoodDealELD (model: GDELD1000) has internal
memory to store events when not connected to the GoodDealGPS app. These records
will be associated with the “Unidentified Driver” account and will be visible to all drivers
of that vehicle on the main page of the GoodDealGPS app.

2. Installing the GoodDealGPS App on your Phone
or Tablet
Install the GoodDealGPS application from Google Play store on android devices. Using
your android device, go the app store and search for “Good Deal GPS”.

GoodDealGPS app from Google Play

3. Setting Up a New Account
After downloading and opening the app, login screen is open. To create new account, press
create account at the bottom of the screen. Enter all required information.

4. Login
Login using your unique Driver ID or your email and your password.
If you forget your password, press forgot password option. Forgot password page
opens. Enter your email and press Reset password button. Password reset link will be
sent on your email address.

Login page

Forgot password page

5. Select vehicle
After successfully login, Logs page is open. On this page, press No vehicle option to
open Select vehicle page. From this page you can add new vehicle or you can select
existing one. After selecting vehicle, Odometer dialogs opens. Enter current odometer
reading and press OK.

5.1 Add new vehicle
To add new vehicle press on the plus button at the button. Add vehicle page opens.
Enter all required information and press Save.

6. Change your current duty status
On the main Logs screen, tap Current status bar. Update current duty status page
opens. Select duty status and enter required fields.

7. Edit duty status
On the main Logs screen, select day that you want to edit.Select Log tab and choose
duty status that you want to edit. From the Edit duty status page you can set Start and
End time by selecting appropriate fields and choose time from Set time dialog. To
change duty status, select OFF DUTY, SLEEPER, DRIVING or ON DUTY buttons. To
change location, tap on Location field and enter new location. To change notes, tap on
Notes field and enter new notes.

8. Create a Vehicle Inspection Report (DVIR)
You can use GoodDealGPS app to create a Vehicle Inspection Report (DVIR). On the
main Logs screen, select day for which you want to create DVIR. Select DVIR tab and
press plus button at the bottom. New DVIR page opens.Fill out required fields and press
SAVE.

9. Sign your Logs
From the main Logs screen, tap the day you want to sign. Select the Sign tab on top. Select
Sign log button and enter your signature with the finger. Press SAVE to finish.

10.

HOS recap

From the main menu, select Hos recap to bring up the recap information and
corresponding cycle data for the specified duty day.
On this screen you can see complete recap for last 15 days with total on-duty hours (On
duty & Driving Hours). If you want to see details about some day, select that day from
the given list and HOS details dialog opens. All restart during this days will be included
in the recap.
GoodDealGPS allows drivers to view how many hours they have left in their Hours of
Services. At the top of the screen four clocks are shown, which automatically calculate
your break, drive, shift and cycle time from your log information.
1. The BREAK clock shows the time left until you need to take a 30 minute rest
break
2. The DRIVE clock shows the time left until your driving limit is reached
3. The SHIFT clock shows the time left until your shift ends
4. The CYCLE clock shows the time left in your 60 or 70 hour cycle
Below four clocks, you can see:
1. Hours worked today
2. Total hours since last restart
3. Hours available tomorrow.

11.

Let an officer inspect your logs

From the main menu, select Inspect Logs.To let an officer to inspect your logs directly
from the device, tap Begin inspection button and hand your phone to the DOT officer.
The Inspection Mode screen displays a complete report for each 24-hour period. Each
report contains:
● Overview data – Name, license, carrier info, shipping document, and other
general info
● Hours of Service Graph – A visual depiction of driver logs for the selected 24hour period.
● Events Log – A complete list of all log events, including duty status changes,
logins/logouts, ELD malfunctions, and more. Each event is accompanied by time,
location, and engine data.

12.

Send logs

To send your logs to an officer, from the main menu, select Send logs and press button
Send logs to send 8 logs (for current 24-hour period and the previous 7 consecutive
days). You have to options:
1. Send logs by email - transfer files through FMCSA email. ELD output file
transferred is encrypted with AES-256 (AES cipher with a 256-bit key length)
2. Send logs with web services - transfer files with FMCSA’s public web services.

If the roadside official tells you to enter an output file comment, enter text into Comment
field. If you are not told to enter a comment, leave the field blank.
1. Email
● Press “Send Email” button.
● Available apps display. Note that depending on what apps you have installed on
your device, you may see different sharing apps in this screen.
● Using your preferred email method, send the automatically attached CSV file.
2. Web Services
● Press “Send With Web Services” button. An XML file of your logs will be
transferred to the FMCSA for the roadside official to access and review.
If you want to send specific log, from the main Logs screen select the day that you want
to send (select checkbox) and press on message icon which is shown at the top of the
screen.

13.

Fuel costs

From the main menu, select Fuel costs. The screen with list of all fuel costs is shown.
To add new fuel cost press the plus button at the bottom of the screen. Add fuel cost
page opens. Fill out all required fields and press SAVE. New fuel cost will be added. To
see details about fuel cost press on fuel cost item from the Fuel costs list. Fuel cost
details page opens. On this page you can see all details about selected fuel cost. Also
from this page you can edit or delete selected fuel cost. Press on edit or delete icon
which are on the top of the screen to do appropriate action.

14.

Documents

From the main menu, select Documents. The screen with list of all documents is shown.
To add new document press the plus button at the bottom of the screen. Add new
document dialog opens. You can choose your document from the library or you can
take picture. After selecting picture of the document, Add document page is open. Fill
out all required fields and press SAVE. New document will be added. To see details
about document press on document item from the Documents list. On the details page

you can see all details about selected document. Also you can edit or delete selected
document by pressing on edit or delete icon which are on the top of the screen.

15.

Messages

GoodDealGPS makes communicating with your fleet and keeping in touch with your back office
simple. To send message to your fleet manager, from the main menu select Messages.To send
new message, enter your message in the field at the bottom and press arrow icon. When
message is send by fleet manager to you, it will be automatically shown in the messages list

(blue bubble) only if the Messages page is open. If this page is not open, or if the app is closed,
you will received notification.

16. Approve or reject your fleet manager’s log edits
A properly credentialed manager can edit your logs using GoodDealGPS web portal for
managers, but those edits will not affect your logs unless you choose to accept them. If
you disagree with the manager’s suggested changes, you may reject them. If you
accept the changes, your logs will be altered, but a copy of the original log will be kept
for reference.
Driver will be notified that edits were done by the fleet manager. On the main Logs
screen, Log Edit suggestions will be shown. Select day in this section, to approve or
reject the changes. Your fleet manager’s edits will be in the Edited Log tab with different
color. To view the original log, tap on the Current Log tab. To approve or reject the
suggested edits by fleet manager, tap on the
log.

or the

, located at the bottom of the

17. ELD Malfunctions & Data Diagnostics
The GoodDealGPS app include a Self-Monitoring function which not only relays
malfunctions to the server, but also notifies the driver in the event of a malfunction. The
malfunction codes, are shown below.
Malfunction/Diagnostic Code Malfunction Description:
● P “Power compliance” malfunction - The ELD missed 30 minutes or more of
driving time due to not being powered across all driver profiles, including the
unidentified driver profile
● E “Engine synchronization compliance” malfunction - The ELD was unable
to communicate with the vehicle for more than 30 minutes during a 24-hour
period across all driver profiles, including the unidentified driver profile
● T “Timing compliance” malfunction - The ELD detected that its clock was
inaccurate by 10 minutes or more
● L “Positioning compliance” malfunction - If ELD detects a problem acquiring
a valid position measurement, a position malfunction is logged. The driver will
also be prompted to make a manual location entry at the time of a duty status
change if the ELD has not been able to acquire an accurate position
measurement. The ELD will also log a position malfunction if the cumulative time
between valid position measurements (within 5 miles) exceeds 60 minutes over a
24-hour period.

● R “Data recording compliance” malfunction - The ELD ran out of available
storage space for events. An ELD must monitor its storage capacity and integrity
and must detect a data recording compliance malfunction if it can no longer
record or retain required events or retrieve recorded logs that are not otherwise
catalogued remotely by the motor carrier.
● S “Data transfer compliance” malfunction - If ELD detects an issue with the
data transfer mechanism or is unable to verify functionality within seven days, it
will attempt to verify functionality every 24 hours for 72 hours. If it is unable to
successfully verify data transfer through web services and email, a data transfer
malfunction is logged.
● O “Other” ELD detected malfunction - If ELD detects some other malfunction
such as a hardware/software error, malfunction, or crash, it will log the event as
Other Malfunction
Malfunction/Diagnostic Code Data Diagnostic Event
● 1 “Power data diagnostic” event - The ELD was not fully powered in under one
minute, in which case, the ELD must record a power data diagnostics event for
the corresponding driver(s), or under the unidentified driver profile if no drivers
were authenticated at the time of detection.
● 2 “Engine synchronization data diagnostic” event - Needed vehicle
information was not able to be read within 5 seconds of needing the data from
the vehicle’s data bus
● 3 “Missing required data elements data diagnostic” event - Required fields
for an event were not entered. If a new ELD event must be recorded at an
instance when the ELD had failed to acquire a valid position measurement within
the most recent elapsed 5 miles of driving, but the ELD has not yet set a
positioning compliance malfunction, the ELD must record the character “X” in
both the latitude and longitude fields, unless location is entered manually by the
driver, in which case it must log the character “M” instead. If the ELD event is due
to a change in duty status for the driver, the ELD must prompt the driver to enter
location manually. If the driver does not enter the location information and the
vehicle is in motion, the ELD must record a missing required data element
● 4 “Data transfer data diagnostic” event - Tests to ensure the ELD is able to
transfer logs during roadside safety inspections failed. This can also be triggered
if there is an error while sending data from the app to the website, such as an
incomplete upload, validation check error, or similar issue. If the monitoring
mechanism fails to confirm proper in-service operation of the data transfer
mechanism(s), an ELD must record a data transfer data diagnostic event and
enter an unconfirmed data transfer mode

● 5 “Unidentified driving records data diagnostic” event - The vehicle has
drive time that is not associated with a driver. If more than 30 minutes of driving
in a 24-hour period show unidentified driver on the ELD, the ELD must detect
and record an unidentified driving records data diagnostic event and the data
diagnostic indicator must be turned on for all drivers logged in to that ELD for the
current 24-hour period and the following 7 days. An unidentified driving records
data diagnostic event can be cleared by the ELD when driving time logged under
the unidentified driver profile for the current 24-hour period and the previous 7
consecutive days drops to 15 minutes or less.
When an ELD malfunction or data diagnostic event is detected or cleared by the ELD,
the ELD records the event. The recorded malfunctions and data diagnostic events are
inconsistencies found while monitoring the app/ELD against FMCSA compliance
requirements. When a malfunction is detected, the app will notify the user by displaying
a pop-up alert. Malfunctions are also visible in Inspection Mode, which displays all event
logs including malfunction events.

18. Fleet manager web view
On the official web page https://gps.gooddealgps.com a fleet manager can log in and
track drivers statuses, locations and violations.

Everything from the administration point of view can be managed from the web with the
fleet manager privileges, like for example vehicles, drivers, groups etc.
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